A high degree of flexibility is expected during the doctoral and postdoctoral qualification phase. This is often accompanied by a rather short planning horizon and resulting financial uncertainties. The workshop aims to help female researchers to expand their financial knowledge and to reflect on their attitudes towards money and financial risks. Interactive formats will provide hands-on information to those who want to actively manage their finances in the future. The following topics will be addressed:

- Money mindset and individual risk attitude
- Insuring individual risk
- ABC of finance: important terms and concepts relating to money, savings and investments in Germany; investment forms; investment strategies (ETFs, investment funds)
- Pension gap and private pension provision
- Money in everyday life, debt reduction, building up a financial cushion
- Securing children financially
- Sustainable investments
- Next steps and support structures

**Workshop Leader: Kris Hauf, Private Vermögensbetreuung Hamburg**

Kris Hauf is an independent finance and insurance broker, financial advisor, entrepreneur and networker with more than two decades of professional expertise. Before founding her own company in Hamburg, she gained academic and professional experience abroad in Paris, New Haven, Monterey, Boston and Stockholm.

**Date:** Monday, 9 Oct, 2023  |  10.00 – 15.30 h  
**Place:** Kiel University, Zentrum für Molekulare Biologie (ZMB), Am Botanischen Garten 11  
**Registration:** [https://terminplaner6.dfn.de/b/16ab813b3d90a79584458854111b59a6-276315](https://terminplaner6.dfn.de/b/16ab813b3d90a79584458854111b59a6-276315)

open for female PhDs and Postdocs of EXC PMI, EXC ROOTS, FOR miTarget, RTG TransEvo, CRC 1182, CRC 1261, CRC 1266, CRC 1461

Due to special legal and tax regulations and rules, the workshop content does not apply to US citizens, persons with dual US citizenship or US Green Card holders.